
First Aid Advice for Behavioural Issues

It is very hard (And irresponsible) to comment on behaviour issues in detail before a
behaviourist has assessed the animal, obtained a detailed history and spoken to the
owner in length about the theory behind behaviour and behaviour change.

However, as wait lists are so long currently, please find below some first aid advice
which we hope will prevent further escalation of behaviour issues, avoid bites from
occurring and keep all parties safe until the behaviour consultation.

Please note - this is not a fix, this is first aid.
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Stress responses
When an animal is not coping, they may use one of the FIVE Fs;
Fight, Flight, Freeze, Flock or Fidget. 

Think about which of these your dog selects in a crisis.

The ladder of aggression

The ladder of aggression to helps to explain how aggression develops and escalates, and
the other options open to dogs when dealing with conflict. Sometimes a dog will give a
few warnings or attempt to diffuse the conflict in other ways, but sometimes if they are
scared or they do not feel their warnings will be effective, they will race straight to the top
of the ladder.

Our job is to set our dogs up with helpful situations so they can build confidence without
having to escalate up the ladder of aggression.

PLEASE SEE VIDEOS IN EMAIL - ‘Reading Body Signals’ and ‘Well Matched Play’

(below taken from
https://www.pdsa.org.uk/what-we-do/blog/vet-qa-how-can-i-help-my-lockdown-dog-feel-less-fearful-a
round-other-dogs)
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Aggression towards other dogs and people on walks

★ Walk in quieter areas, at quiet times of day.
★ In really severe cases where a dog is finding walking very stressful - it is ok not to

walk, or at least miss some walks out, in order to keep stress levels down.
★ When you do come across dogs or people - please observe your dogs signals (see

below - The ladder of aggression)
★ Give them as much space as possible and reward any focus on you with a high
value reward.

Aggression in the context of guarding an item/food
★ Ignore if safe to do so
★ Recall away from the item/food
★ Exchange the item/food for a treat

If you notice stiffening, staring, a fixed posture over the item/food, growling, snarling -
move away before this escalates to a bite. The dog will not think he has won.

Aggression towards family members
★ If you notice stiffening, staring, lip licking, growling, snarling - move away before

this escalates to a bite, and you have further knowledge of the problem.
★ Avoid triggering scenarios where possible

Separation related issues
Where a dog is anxious being left alone, to continue leaving him may cause him to
sensitise further to separation, causing more damage. If possible, avoid separations until
you have a more detailed plan to follow.

Children around dogs
Please visit https://kidsarounddogs.co.uk/
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